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this field seem to have trouble naming their animals properly even within the framework of a

stable nomenclature, and if the name Papio should change its meaning in midstream, so to

speak, the mind boggles at the resulting confusion.

For these reasons, and despite my necessary fundamental adherence to the principle of

priority, I support alternative B.

(4) by Dr. Reay H.N. Smithers, Associate Curator of Mammals, Queer) Victoria Museum,
Causeway, Rhodesia.

I believe that not to support Alternative B at this stage would cause confusion as then

there would have to be a reversal of all that has been published over the last 50 years or so.

To enforce the rule of priority in this case by reverting to the generic name Papio tor the

drill and mandrill and Chaeropithecus for the baboon would in view of the very large volume of

veterinary, biomedicaland biological research, be to my mind anunnecessary retrograde step

which should at all costs be avoided. They are now too well known under their present genera.

COIVII^ENT ON THE REVIVED APPLICATION CONCERNING
TIPULA OLERACEA LINNAEUS. 1758, Z.N.(S.)896

(see vol. 33: 39-45)

(1) By L.B. Holthuis (Rijksmuseum van Naturlijke

Historie, Leiden, Netherlands)

The following change is required in paragraph 14 ( 44):

(1) Add in subpara (1){b) aUer "Tipula paludosa" , "and all uses of this name before the

publication in 1830 of the name Tipula paludosa by Meigen." (This date was inadvertently

wrongly given as "1803" on p. 41, para 7, line 9. R.V.M.]

I am opposed to the endorsement proposed in subpara (3) (c) of para 1 4 on : 44. I do not

see why we have to say that "the Law of Priority is to apply when these names are held to

denote a single taxon at the same level in the species-group". Does this mean that this Law
does not apply when they are used at different levels? Besides, no special endorsement is

needed for the Law of Priority to be applied; it applies automatically unless the Commission
uses its plenary powers to set it aside. If T. subcunctans Alexander. 1921. and T. czizeki de
Jong, 1925, are both placed on the Official List, this means that the former has priority over the

latter.

(2) Reply by the Secretary

I was responsible for the endorsement to subpara (3) (c) of para 14 of the application. I

inserted it with the following considerations in mind.

First, Hemmingsen & Lemche proposed that subcunctans should be suppressed in

favour of the junior name czizeki. The present applicants (Hutson, Vane-Wright & Cranston) do
not support this suggestion. It therefore seemed well that they should ask the Commission to

state unequivocally that the Law of Priority should apply.

Secondly, it seems to me that the Law of Priority can coly apply when the two names are

used for the same taxon at a given level in the species-group. If they are used for the same
species, the Law of Priority makes subcunctans the valid name; but if they are used for

different species they are independently valid and do not compete for priority. If subcunctans
is divided into subspecies, the nominate subspecies is subcunctans ; if czizeki is regarded as

another name for the same subspecies, the Law of Priority makes T.s. subcunctans the valid

name, and T.s. czizeki the invalid one. But if they are employed for different subspecies of

subcunctans (or for subspecies of different species), then they are independently valid and do
not compete for priority.

I agree, however, that there is no need to cumber the Official Lists with unnecessary
endorsements. I am quite prepared to invite the members of the Comission to vote separately

on whether the endorsement in question is to be included (for the sake of clarity) or omitted.


